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the extended reality
advertising specialists 

Animo work with Brands, Broadcasters and creatives to ensure high ROI

and Consumer buy in across digital, virtual and augmented media

channels. 
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what is 
e[x]tended [r]eality?

Extended Reality (XR) is the term for technology lead

content which immerses or augments the viewers

reality. This can range from headset based

experiences to augmentations of the 3D world

surrounding them.

XR is the future of consumer engagement. It allows

the consumer to effect or be guided into an unknown

world. Whilst XR marketing content is currently

emerging and experimental, the pace of growth is akin

to the launch of smart mobile technology.
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new worlds

Virtual Reality headsets are rapidly developing with more efficient

releases. Sony and Oculus lead the huge market growth (54% in 2019). 

virtual reality

Technologies which adjust or interact with the consumers environment

are growing rapidly as outreach increases. 

augmented reality

Smart phone graphic improvements and rollout of next generation data

signals have made the handset a new window for immersive XR content. 

handset 360



consumer 
engagement 

68 Million sold headsets Worldwide 

180m VR Users Worldwide 

Global VR/XR Market forecast to

reach £38b by 2023 

Gaming and Ents media hold up to 40% of

the VR/XR market  

Users engage up to 34% longer using

VR/XR than any other traditional format 

80% of consumers feel positive towards

experience branded VR/XR tatics

Source: Tech Jury June 2020
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The virtual world is no longer a distant dream, the tech and experience has been on

huge growth and change over the last 5 years. We are already in an age where our

Gen Z demographic are interacting, socialising and being influenced in a virtual

world. This is only set to grow with all major tech brands looking for a way in to

become the market leader 

the consumer XR experience
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So why choose VR/XR? Unlike traditional  content VR/XR transports the audience to

a place they might never be able to visit. To experience remarkable sights and

embark on a fully immersive journey anywhere and anytime . The tech can guide

viewers the viewers focus to specific elements of a story without all those outside

distractions and speak directly to the audeince.

brand immersion 
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VR/XR creates a sense of brand intimacy consumers are more likely to engage and

interact with a brand that has created content tailored. Being actively involved or the

feeling of being somewhere else makes it a much more memorable and persoanl

experience.

brand intimacy
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Animo takes on both a brand agency and a content

agency role. We utilise the channel and exhibitor

relationships to ensure that we find the best route

to market and value for content and the best ROI

for brands. 

XR content is not going to be just an experimental

side project for marketers. It is going to dominate

the space. From interactive billboards to in-game

brand experiences. Animo will bring the

commercial experience with creative ingenuity. 
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the
agency



brands

creatives

consumerschannelagencyneed
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our 
position
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andrew
bishop

Our founder, Andrew Bishop, has a real passion for the creative

side of media and the positive effect that a memorable consumer

experience can have. The XR marketplace is a rapidly growing

space with technology progressing every day and is number 1

channel for consumer engagement. The market is becoming a

more desirable and accessible option for advertising spend.

 Andrew has 22 years experience in the consumer engagement

advertising industry with strong client and agency relationships

across many sectors and channels.

Andrew spent the last 10 years as a Business Director in the

Cinema advertising world working with brands and agencies to

drive creativity and ROI in the entertainment space. Previous to

that Andrew spent 7 years with within the out of home market

where an attentive audience with scale is so key to success so

the more creative the campaign, the bigger the impact. 

Get in touch with the team to discuss your companies

requirements and hear more about the future of the advertising

landscape.



our
partners

An award winning interactive design studio, with over 10 years of

experience, providing bespoke innovative content and products

for the entertainment industry and brand partners.
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The team is a futuristic hit-squad comprised of industry-leading

talent, and their results-driven work exploits the creative

intersection where data, narrative and experience collide.



brands
embracing XR

Our technology partners have worked with a wide range of brands who are embracing the use of XR for their

outreach to consumers. 
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